Solar Planet’s Terms and Conditions
Solar Planet’s mission is to serve and educate its consumers and visitors and to promote
renewable energy sources, specifically, solar energy. We welcome the opportunity to
partner with like-minded organizations whose focus is also on promotion of solar energy.
Basic Terms of Service:
Affiliate is defined as the company completing the signup process to begin a marketing
relationship with Solar Planet.
Affiliation: Both parties enter into an Affiliate relationship upon completion of signup by
the authorized representative of the Affiliate.
Agreement: Both parties enter into this marketing relationship with proper authorization
and at will.
Authorization to act on behalf: Person acting on behalf of Affiliate declares expressly that
he or she has the authority and authorization to act on behalf of the Affiliate.
Services Solar Planet Provides: Pre-Qualified Leads, as defined below, to Affiliate in the
manner they request for purposes of evaluating solar energy systems installation.
Lead
Anatomy of a lead: A lead shall be defined the information for a potential commercial or
residential solar electric customer which shall include name, address, email, phone
number, zip code and date. It shall be pre-verified by Solar Planet.
Delivery of a lead: Delivery of lead shall occur, directly upon verification by Solar Planet
to the email provided by affiliate, in creating this account.
Return of a lead: Once the lead has been delivered, the fee for providing such, occurs
immediately. If the information provided by Solar Planet, to the Affiliate, does not meet
the criteria listed above to define a lead, it may be returned to Solar Planet for a
replacement lead.
Affiliate Agrees to the following terms related to the service described above:
Affiliate Provides: To achieve maximum satisfaction, it is our policy that our Affiliates
follow through with all leads awaiting information or contact. If for any reason, this
service can not be provided, the lead shall be immediately redirected back to Solar Planet.
Solar Planet may discontinue this affiliation without proper notification, if Affiliate fails
to follow up with lead.

Confidentiality for customer (lead): Affiliate agrees to keep lead information confidential
expect for the purposes defined above without express written consent of Solar Planet
and the customer.
Pricing: Verified Lead Pricing
Residential Solar Energy Systems Lead: $95.20
Commercial Solar Energy Systems: $151.20 for systems up to 100
Please contact Project Manager for larger systems and solar thermal systems, pool or hot
water.
Payment: Payment is made in advance of receipt of leads.
Termination of the Agreement: Either party may terminate this agreement with written
notice, provided to the other party, immediately upon notification of acceptance, for any
reason.
Solar Planet reserves the right to change its terms and conditions at any time upon
publication or email notification of the change to the email address provided at the time
of signing up.

